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Abstract 
Hell. P. and K. Seyffarth, Largest planar graphs of diameter two and fixed maximum degree, 
Discrete Mathematics 1 I 1 (1993) 3 13-322. 
We compute the exact maximum number of vertices in a planar graph with diameter two and 
maximum degree A, for any d > 8. Results for larger diameter are also mentioned. 
1. Introduction 
A planar graph is one that has an embedding in the plane, and a plane graph is 
a planar graph together with an embedding in the plane. By a maximal planar graph we 
mean a planar graph which has an embedding in the plane so that every face is 
a triangle. 
It was shown in [6] that if G is a maximal planar graph on n vertices, having 
maximum degree d 38 and diameter two, then n<L$d J + 1, and, furthermore, that 
this bound is best possible; that is, there exist maximal planar graphs with maximum 
degree d, diameter two, and precisely L2.4 1 + 1 vertices. Here we consider a more 
general question, namely: What is the maximum number of vertices in a planar graph 
with maximum degree A and diameter two? This is to be viewed as a contribution in the 
general area of the construction of large graphs with given degree and diameter (see, 
for instance, [l, 3, 43). Indeed, planarity is a natural restriction in many applications. 
Suppose that G is a maximal planar graph with maximum degree d 3 8, diameter 
two, and containing L$d J + 1 vertices. Typically, G will contain edges whose deletion 
will leave a graph with diameter two. Let G’ be a planar graph of diameter two 
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obtained from G by deleting edges. Clearly, G’ has maximum degree at most d. The 
question which arises now is the following: Is it possible for G’ to have maximum degree 
strictly less that d? If G’ has smaller maximum degree than G has, then it may be 
possible to add vertices to G’ to obtain a planar graph with maximum degree d, 
diameter two, and more than L+d] + 1 vertices. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that all graphs being considered are simple. 
Recall that a graph has diameter two if and only if any pair of vertices is joined by 
a path of length at most two, where the length of the path is simply the number of 
edges. We define a short path in a graph to be a path of length at most two; thus, 
graphs of diameter two are precisely those graphs in which every pair of vertices is 
joined by a short path. 
For a graph G, we denote by V(G) and E(G), respectively, the vertex set and edge set 
of G. If v is a vertex of G, then d(v) denotes the degree of v in G, and d = d(G) denotes 
the maximum degree of vertices in G. Since the results in this paper concern plane and 
planar graphs, implicit use of the Jordan curve theorem is made. Any terminology not 
specified here follows that of [2]. 
2. Some preliminary results 
The proof of our main result requires two technical lemmas regarding certain types 
of structures in planar graphs with maximum degree A. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a simple planar graph on n vertices with maximum degree A 3 8, 
and /et x, YE V(G) with xyeE(G). Set 
A=N(x)-((Y)uN(Y)), 
B=N(y)-({x)uN(x)), 
and suppose that 1 AI, IBi 2L A/2] + 1. Then G has diameter at least three. 
Proof. We begin by fixing some embedding of G, so that G is now a plane graph. 
Suppose G has diameter at most two. Since K4 is the largest planar graph with 
diameter one, and A(K,) = 3 < 8, we may assume that G has diameter exactly two. Let 
A={al,az,,..,ak}, 
B={b,,bz, . . ..&I 
be in cyclic order around x and y. Since A 3 8, LA/21 + 13 5, so that k, m 3 5 (see 
Fig. 1). 
Claim 2.2. For all i and j, 1 < i < k, 1 <j < m, aibj$E( G). 
Proof of Claim 2.2. Suppose that for some i and j, 1 < i < k, 1 <j < m, ai bjEE(G). Since 
G has diameter two, there exists a short path from b, to uk, and since G is plane, this 
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
path necessarily contains either ai or bj. Without loss ofgenerality, we may assume the 
bj lies on a short path from b, to uk (see Fig. 2). 
Now, again because G is a plane graph, a short path from a, to b, must contain bj. 
This forces every short path from bz, ...) bj_l, bj+l, ...) b,_l to U2, ...) Ui_1, 
ui+l, ...3 c~k-1 to contain bj. Thus, N(bj)~(B-bj)uAu{y}, and, SO, 
d(bj)>lAI+JBI. 
However, 
lWl82( 1; J+1)=2[;]+2>4. 
This contradicts the fact that d(bj)dd, and completes the proof of our claim. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.1 (conclusion). Consider a short path from a, to bj for some UiEA 
and some bj~B. Since k, m> 5, we may choose i and j such that 2 <i< k- 1 and 
2 <j < m- 1. It follows from the previous claim that a short path from ai to bj contains 
ul,uk,bl,b, or a vertex w$AuB. 
First consider the case where a short path from Ui to bj contains one of aI, uk, b,, b,. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that a, lies on a short path from ai to bj. 
Then ai and bj are both adjacent to a,. Since G is plane, this implies that a short path 
from u2 to b, _ 1 contains a, or ui. But, by the previous claim, Ui b, _ 1 $E( G); so, b, _ 1 is 
adjacent to aI (see Fig. 3). This forces every short path from ai+ r,. .,, ak to b,, .., bj_ 1 
to contain aI, and also every short path from u3, . . . . ai_r to b,, 1 ,..., b,_, to contain 
a,. Furthermore, a short path from a2 to b, must also contain a,, and 
N(a,)=,(A-u,)uBu{x}. 
Therefore, d(at ) > I AJ + I B ( > A, a contradiction. 
Assume now that a short path from a, to bj contains a vertex w#AuB. Since G is 
plane, a short path from u2 to b,_ 1 must contain w, Lli, or bj. However, since by Claim 
2.2 aib,_1$E(G) and uzbj~E(G), such a short path contains neither a, nor b,; so, u2 
and b, _ 1 are both adjacent to w. Similarly, a short path from b2 to uk _ 1 must contain 
w (see Fig. 4). This forces every short path from aI,. . . , uj_ 1 to bj+ 1,. . , b, to contain w, 
and every short path from ui + 1,. , ak to b, ,..., bj- 1 to contain w. Therefore, 
N(EJ)I AuB, 
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
which implies that d(w) b / A I+ 1 BI > A, and we again have a contradiction. 
Therefore, G has diameter at least three. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a simple planar graph with maximum degree A 38, on 
n>LjAJ + 1 vertices. Suppose that x~EE(G) is such that every vertex ofG-{x,y} is 
adjacent to x or y. Then G has diameter at least three. 
Proof. Partition the vertices of G- {x, y} into three classes as follows: 
A: vertices adjacent to x but not y; 
B: vertices adjacent to y but not x; 
S: vertices adjacent to both x and y. 
Then n=IAI+IBI+ISI+2. Also, d(x)=IAI+ISl+lbA and d(y)=IBI+ISl+ldA. 
Thus, 
IB)=n-d(x)-l>n-d-l, 
IAj=n-d(y)-l>n-A-l. 
However, since n>L$A] +l, this implies that IAl,(BI>LA/2], i.e., lA(,IBI> 
LA/21 + 1. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, G has diameter at least three. 0 
3. The main theorem 
The proof of our main theorem relies on following result: 
Theorem 3.1 (Seyffarth [6]). Let G be a simple maximal planar graph on n vertices with 
maximum degree A > 8 and diameter two. Then n < L$A ] + 1, and this bound is best 
possible. 
We are now ready to prove the main result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a simple planar graph on n vertices, with maximum degree A 2 8 
and diameter two. Then n<L$A] + 1, and this bound is best possible. 
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Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that n>L$A 1 + 1 and that G has 
a maximal number of edges. If G is maximal planar, then by Theorem 3.1, n <Ls J + 1, 
and we have a contradiction. 
Fix some embedding of G, so that G is now a plane graph. We may assume that 
G contains a face F of degree at least four. By the maximality of G, if y, ZE V(G) are 
incident with F, but are not consecutive vertices of F, either 
(i) d(y)=A or d(z)=A (or both) 
or 
(ii) d(y)<A and d(z)<A, but yzeE(G). 
First suppose that (ii) occurs for some face F of G with d(F)34 and y, ZE V(G) 
incident with F but not consecutive vertices of F (see Fig. 5). 
Then, since G is plane, (J’, z} is a 2-vertex cut in G, and a short path from a vertex in 
one component of G - {y, z} to a vertex in some other component of G - {y, z} must 
contain y or z. Thus, every vertex of G - (y, z} is adjacent to y or z, and by Lemma 2.3, 
G has diameter at least three, a contradiction. 
Therefore, we may assume that for every face F of G of degree at least four and 
y, ZE V(G) incident with F but not consecutive vertices of F, either d(y) = A or d(z) = A 
(or both). In particular, this implies that every face of degree at least four is incident 
with a vertex of degree A. 
Let F be a face of G of degree at least four, and let XE V(G) be a vertex incident with 
F, with d(x) = A. If y and z denote the neighbours of x incident with F, then d(y) = A or 
d(z)= A. Without loss of generality, we may assume that d(y)=A. 
Let w denote the other neighbour of y incident with F. Since F has degree at least 
four, w # z (see Fig. 6). 
Partition the vertices of G - { x, y} as follows: 
A: vertices adjacent to x but not y; 
B: vertices adjacent to y but not x; 
S: vertices adjacent to both x and y; 
T: vertices adjacent to neither x nor y. 
It follows from the fact that G is plane that at most one of w,z can be in S. Thus, we 
may assume without loss of generality that z$S. Also, since d(x) = d(y) = A, 1 A I= (B(. 
Suppose that IAl>LA/2] + 1; then (Bl>LA/2] + 1, and, so, by Lemma 2.1, G has 
diameter at least three, a contradiction. 
Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 
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Therefore, IAl<LA/2]and IBldjA/2]. Since d(x)=IAI+ISI+l=A, 
Also, because A > 8, r A/2 13 4, so that IS 13 3. 
We consider two cases. 
Case 1: Suppose ISl>,4. Let S={s1,s2,...,st}. Since x,y,z lie on a common face of 
G, we may assume, again without loss of generality, that G contains subgraph shown 
in Fig. 7. For each i, 1 did t - 1, the interior of the 4-cycle XSiySi+ 1x is the region not 
containing vertex z. For each i, 1 <id t, the interior of the 3-cycle xsiyx is the region 
not containing vertex z. 
Let R, denote the interior of the 3-cycle xsi yx; for 1 <i < t - 1, let Ri+ 1 denote the 
interior of the 4-cycle XSiySi+ 1x; let R,, 1 denote the exterior of the 3-cycle xstyx. Note 
that every vertex of AuBu T lies in precisely one Ri for some i, 1 < id t + 1. 
Suppose that T#@, and let WT. If v lies in Ri, 1 f i< t - 1, then, since u is not 
adjacent to x or y, no short path exists from v to z, contradicting the fact that G has 
diameter two. If v lies in R, or in R, + 1, then no short path exists from v to sl, and we 
again have a contradiction. Therefore, T=@. 
Case 2: Now suppose that lSl<4. Since A>,8 and jSldrA/21-1, it must be the 
case that ISl=3, A=8, and IAI=IBI=4. Let S=(slrs2,s3}. 
Suppose that T#@, and let VET; define R,, R,, R3, and R4 as in Case 1. If u lies in 
RI or in R,, then no short path exists from 2: to z, a contradiction. If v lies in R,, then 
no short path exists from v to sl, again a contradiction. Therefore, every vertex of 
T lies in R3, and a short path from ueT to z must contain sJ; so, s,zEE(G) and 
Tc N(s3). Also, a short path from u to s1 necessarily contains sz; so, v and s1 are both 
adjacent to s2 (see Fig. 8). 
Since s~zEE(G) and x, y, z lie on a common face of G, either w =s3 or w #s3. If 
w = sj, xys3 z is a face; so, the vertices of B must lie in RI, R2, or R3. But, if b EB lies in 
RI or RZ, then no short path from b to z exists. Therefore, the vertices of B lie in R3, 
Fig. 8. 
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a short path from !JEB to z contains s3, and G contains the subgraph shown in Fig. 9. 
Now, a short path from b*gB to any vertex of A must contain s3; so, 
If w # s3, then, since x, y, z and w lie on a common face of G, w is not adjacent to x, 
implying that WEB. A short path from ET to w must contain s3; so, s3 WEE(G), and 
G contains the subgraph shown in Fig. 10. But now, any short path from a vertex of 
A to a vertex of B must contain s3. This implies that 
Thus, whether or not w = s3, we have 
Recall that 1 A I= 1 BI = 4, and that T#$?, 1 TI > 1. Thus, 
and we have a contradiction. Therefore, T=@ 
In both Case 1 and Case 2 we may conclude that T=0, and, so, every vertex of 
G- {x, y} is adjacent to x or y. By Lemma 2.3, G has diameter at least three, 
a contradiction, and, therefore, n,<L3d J + 1. 
That this bound is best possible follows directly from Theorem 3.1. The examples 
given in [6] of maximal planar graphs with maximum degree d 3 8 and diameter two, 
Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 11. 
having precisely 134 J + 1 vertices can be modified to give us the graphs shown in 
Fig. 11. These planar graphs with maximum degree d 2 8 and diameter two have 
precisely L$4 J + 1 vertices and a minimum number of edges. 0 
4. Small values of A 
Let &(A) denote the maximum number of vertices in a simple planar graph with 
maximum degree d and diameter k, and let g,(d) denote the maximum number of 
vertices in a maximal planar graph with maximum degree d and diameter k. From 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in the previous section, we know that when A 3 8 
Using ad hoc arguments, some exact values and some lower bounds on the values of 
f2( A) and g2(4) for 2 d A 6 7 can be found. These values of f2( A) and g,(A) for 
2 d A d 8, along with the values of L$o J + 1 are given in the Table 1, and examples of 
graphs which have these numbers of vertices are shown in Fig. 12. Note that for the 
values of A, 2 < A d 7, fi (A) > L$ A 1 + 1. Another interesting point is that for very small 
values of A (2,3, and 4), f2(A)>g2(A); furthermore, g,(A)<LtA J + 1 for these values 
of A. 
In a subsequent paper [SJ, jointly with M. Fellows we further investigate fk( A). We 
show that f,(A)=O(A L1.21 ), and that $A-3&(A)<84+12. 
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Table 1 
A f,(A) g,(A) t:AJ +1 
2 5 3 4 
3 I 4 5 
4 >9 6 I 
5 > 10 >9 8 
6 211 211 10 
7 212 >12 11 
8 13 13 13 
A=2 
0 
p=5 
A=3 
A=4 
A 
g*(2)=3 
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A=6 
fj6)&!$(6)=11 
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A=7 
Fig. 12. Continued. 
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